Can you solve these clever riddles? Test your brain with this fun collection of the best riddles. With answers included.

1. What starts with the letter T, is filled with T and ends in T?

2. It’s been around for millions of years, but is never more than a month old. What is it?

3. How many 9's are there between 1 and 100?

4. I am rarely touched but often held, and if you are smart you’ll use me well. What am I?

5. What English word retains the same pronunciation, even after you take away four of its five letters?

6. What did the triangle say to the circle?

7. How far will a blind dog walk into a forest?

8. I have two legs, but they only touch the ground while I’m at rest. What am I?

9. Screaming, soaring seeking sky. 
Flowers of fire flying high, 
Eastern art from ancient time, 
Name me now and solve this rhyme.

10. I am black when you buy me, red when you use me. 
When I turn white, you know it’s time to throw me away. 
What am I?

11. Small was my stature, but my success was great. 
Until I entered Belgium to be handed my fate. 
Who am I?

12. Mr. Smith has 4 daughters. Each of his daughters has a brother. How many children does Mr. Smith have?
13. I'm sometimes white and always wrong. 
I can break a heart and hurt the strong. 
I can build love or tear it down. 
I can make a smile or bring a frown. 
What am I?

14. I come in different colors and shapes. Some parts of me are curvy, 
some are straight. You can put me anywhere you like, but there is only 
one right place for me. What am I?

15. What gets whiter the dirtier that it gets?

16. We hurt without moving. We poison without touching. We bear the 
truth and the lies. We are not to be judged by our size. What are we?

17. If I have it, I don't share it. If I share it, I don't have it. What is it?

18. The more you take of me, the more you leave behind. What am I?

19. What does someone else have to take before you can get?

20. It is where kings, queens, knights and bishops go to war together.

21. There is a three digit number. The second digit is four times as big as 
the third digit, while the first digit is three less than the second digit. 
What is the number?

22. What is half of two plus two?

23. It belongs to you, but other people use it more than you do. What is it?

24. What did zero say to eight?

25. What animal is made up of calcium, nickel and neon?

26. Lovely and round, I shine with pale light, 
Grown in the darkness, a lady’s delight. 
What am I?

27. What is the smartest state?
28. What has two spines and a lot of ribs, and carries much but never moves?

29. I lose my head in the morning and regain back it at night. What am I?

30. The man who invented it doesn't want it. The man who bought it doesn't need it. The man who needs it doesn't know it. What is it?

31. Many hear me, but no one sees me, and I only speak when spoken to. What am I?

32. Whoever makes it, tells it not. Whoever takes it, knows it not. Whoever knows it, wants it not. What am I?

33. What kind of room has no doors or windows?

34. People buy me to eat, but never eat me. What am I?

35. What cannot talk but will always reply when spoken to?

36. The day before two days after the day before tomorrow is Saturday. What day is it today?

37. I have legs but never walk, I may have flowers but no soil, I hold food but never eat. What am I?

38. I'm a ring of sliced onion dipped in batter and then deep fried.

39. Always wooden and covered in paint. It can make you laugh or hide, because something dark is inside. What is it?

40. You saw me where I could not be. Yet, often you see me. What am I?

41. I am sometimes white but usually black. I take you there, but I never bring you back. What am I?

42. I am a three letter word. Add two more letters and you'll have fewer. What word am I?

43. What has 88 keys but can't open a single door?
44. What stinks when living and smells good when dead?
45. What has four legs during the day; and six or eight during the night?
46. What goes up when rain comes down?
47. I am a mother from a family of eight. 
Spins around all day despite my weight. 
Had a ninth sibling before finding out its fake. 
What am I?
48. I have a face but no eyes, hands but no arms. What am I?
49. You throw me out when you want to use me and you take me in when you don't want to use me. Who am I?
50. What flowers are kissable?
51. What eight letter word has "kst" in middle, in the beginning and at the end?
52. I have keys but no locks. I have space but no room. You can enter but can't go outside. What am I?
53. Add me to myself and multiply by 4. Divide me by 8 and you will have me once more. What number am I?
54. I am a number with a couple of friends, quarter a dozen, and you'll find me again. What am I?
55. It's shorter than the rest, but when you're happy, you raise it up like it's the best. What is it?
56. What turns everything around but does not move?
57. What is so delicate that saying its name breaks it?
58. What do you get if you cross a bee and a bunny?
59. What gets wetter and wetter the more it dries?
60. Who works when he plays and plays when he works?

61. What is it something that you always have but you always leave behind?

62. What number has all letters in alphabetical order when spelled out?

Answers

1. Teapot.
2. The Moon.
3. 20
4. Tongue.
5. Queue.
6. You're pointless!
8. A wheelbarrow.
10. Charcoal.
11. Napoleon.
12. Five.
15. Chalkboard.
16. Words.
17. A secret.
18. A footprint.
19. A photograph.
21. 141
22. Three.
23. Your name.
25. A CaNiNe.
26. Pearl.
27. Alabama - it has four A's and one B!
28. Train tracks.
29. A pillow.
30. Coffin.
31. The echo.
32. A poison.
33. A mushroom.
34. A plate.
35. The echo.
36. Friday.
37. A table.
38. Onion rings.
40. A reflection.
41. A hearse.
42. Few.
43. A piano.
44. Bacon.
45. Bed.
46. Umbrella.
47. Earth.
48. A clock.
49. An anchor.
50. The tulips.
51. Inkstand.
52. A keyboard.
53. Any number.
54. Three.
55. Thumb.
56. A mirror.
57. Silence.
58. A honey bunny.
59. A towel.
60. Musician.
61. Fingerprints.
62. Forty.
63. Fire.